1/23 W enrollment verification, course overview, and protocol review

1/28 M enrollment verification, continued: diagnostic in-class Essay “A”

**Essay 1: Arguing a Position (100 pts.) [SLOs 1-5]**

1/30 W Essay 1 Prompt distributed
SMG (St. Martin’s Guide) pp. 264-69, 275-79

2/4 M SMG 280-85
2/6 W SMG 286-91
BH (Bedford Handbook) review and homework TBA

2/11 M SMG 270-74, 315-17

**Essay 2: Justifying an Evaluation (100 pts.) [SLOs 1-5]**

2/13 W Essay 2 Prompt distributed and discussed
SMG 384-89, 402-09, 443-5

2/18 M Essay 1 Review Workshop: Bring your SMG and TWO 5-page copies of your working draft
2/20 W SMG 395-401
BH Ex. TBA

2/25 M SMG 409-18
Essay 1 drafts returned
2/27 W Essay 1 Final Packets dues at class’s start
SMG 389-94/ Library Research Online assignments distributed

3/4 M Library Research Workshop
3/6 W Essay 2 Review Workshop: Bring SMG and TWO copies of 5-page working draft

**Essay 3: Arguing Causality (150 pts.) [SLOs 1-5]**

3/11 M Essay 2 drafts returned
Essay 3 Prompt distributed and discussed
SMG 446-51

3/13 W SMG 456-61
BH Ex. TBA
Essay 2 Final Packets dues at class’s start

3/18 M SMG 461-71
3/20 W SMG 471-78

3/24-31 **SPRING BREAK!**

4/1 M Cesar Chavez Day: Enjoy and Remember.
4/3 W SMG 451-55, 479-92
4/8 M Essay 3 Review Workshop: Bring SMG and TWO copies of your 7-page working draft
Essay 4: Proposing a Solution (200 pts.) [SLOs 1-5]

4/10 W  Essay 4 Prompt distributed
        SMG 320-25, 347-55

4/15 M  Essay “B”: An In-Class Project (75 pts.)
        Essay 3 Working Drafts returned

4/17 W  SMG 339-46

4/22 M  SMG 331-38
        Essay “B” returned

4/24 W  SMG 326-30, 379-81
        One-to-One Conference appointments begun

4/29 M  Essay “C”: An In-class Project (75 pts.)
        One-to-One Conference appointments confirmed

4/30 T  One-to-One Conferences: Office location TBA

5/1 W   Final Preparation Workshop

5/6 M   Essay 4 Peer Review Workshop: Bring two copies of your 10-page essay and
        your SMG
        Essay “C” returned

5/8 W   Essay 4 Final Packet due at class’s start.
        Lecture/Review of Reflective Analysis final semester assignment
        Reflective Analysis Prompt reviewed

5/13 M  Reflective Analysis Essay due at class’s start.